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We study the interplay between microphase assembly and macrophase separation in A /B /AB
ternary polymer blends by examining the free energy of localized fluctuation structures micelles or
droplets, with emphasis on the thermodynamic relationship between swollen micelles
microemulsion and the macrophase-separated state, using self-consistent field theory and an
extended capillary model. Upon introducing homopolymer B into a micelle-forming binary polymer
blend A /AB, micelles can be swollen by B. A small amount of component B below the A-rich
binodal of macrophase coexistence will not affect the stability of the swollen micelles. A large
excess of homopolymer, B, will induce a microemulsion failure and lead to a macrophase
separation. Between the binodal and the microemulsion failure concentration, macrophase
separation in A /B /AB occurs by a two-step nucleation mechanism via a metastable microemulsion
droplet of finite size. Our results illustrate a recently proposed argument that the two-step nucleation
via a metastable intermediate is a general phenomenon in systems involving short-range attraction
and long-range repulsion. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3105340
I. INTRODUCTION
Highly immiscible A /B mixtures with an amphiphilic
compound CD are of great interest due to their rich phase
behaviors and extensive applications.1–28 The amphiphilic
molecule CD has two parts connected by a chemical bond,
such that part C likes B and part D likes A. Therefore, adding
CD to A /B mixtures may improve their miscibility and even
prevent macrophase separation, or lead to the formation of
structures with a characteristic length scale set by the mo-
lecular extension. One well-known example is water/oil/
surfactant mixture, which may form oil-in-water, water-in-
oil, or bicontinuous microemulsions.1–4 These
microemulsions have been used inter alia in drug delivery,
oil recovery, reaction vessel applications. A diblock copoly-
mer CD is the polymeric counterpart of an amphiphilic sur-
factant. Diblock copolymers, CD, are comprised of a
C-block and a D-block. The immiscibility between the long,
flexible C- and D-blocks leads to microscopic phase separa-
tion and periodically ordered structures are created.29–32
When a diblock copolymer, CD, is mixed with two incom-
patible homopolymers, A /B, or solvents of low molecular
weight, which are selective for the two blocks, respectively,
the interplay between microphase and macrophase separation
gives rise to a complex phase behavior.5–28,33 If only a small
amount of homopolymers, A /B, is added, microscopic phase
separation will still occur, and the ordered structures of block
copolymer, CD, will be swollen by the homopolymers, A and
B. When the amount of homopolymers increases further
close to the concentration, where mean-field-theory predicts
a Lifshitz point, unbinding transitions destroy the long-
range order of periodic structures, resulting in locally as-
sembled structures without the long-range order, such as
spherical micelles, wormlike micelles, or
microemulsions.12–28,33 If the amount of diblock copolymer
further decreases, the locally assembled structures will be-
come unstable, and the system undergoes macroscopic phase
separation into A-rich and B-rich phases. One prominent ex-
ample is the emulsion failure that occurs when one increases
the amount of homopolymer, B, or decreases the amount of
diblock copolymer, CD, in the micelle-forming system of
A /B /CD blends.28 Even in this simple system, it is not clear
whether the transition from the microemulsion to mac-
rophase separation occurs spontaneously or via nucleation
and growth mechanism. The behavior of the ternary system,
A /B /CD, however, is even more complex because there are
multiple two-phase and three-phase coexistences. In this
work, we study the mechanism of phase transformation by
studying the nucleation in A /B /CD systems, with a focus on
the interplay between swollen micelles and macrophase
separation.
Effects of diblock copolymer AB on the nucleation of an
A /B blend have been studied theoretically34 and
experimentally,35,36 without explicitly considering the inter-
ference of micelle formation. In previous work,34 we have
studied effects of adding diblock copolymers, AB, on the
nucleation in the course of macrophase separation in an A /B
blend at weak segregation N3. It has been shown that
adding diblock copolymer, AB, to the A /B blend can either
increase or decrease the nucleation free energy barrier rela-aElectronic mail: wang@theorie.physik.uni-goettingen.de.
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tive to the pure A /B blend. The qualitative trend can be
deduced from the shift of the coexistence boundary i.e., bin-
odal and the spinodal. Balsara and coworkers35,36 observed
that an increase in the amount of diblock copolymers can
either switch the mechanism of phase separation from spin-
odal decomposition to nucleation or decrease the rate of
nucleation. In the strong segregation regime, however, the
block copolymers are more likely to form micelles. There-
fore the question arises as to how these micelles affect the
kinetics of macrophase separation. It is well known that mi-
celles are formed in A /CD blends or asymmetric block co-
polymer melts by a nucleation mechanism and that micelles
correspond to a local minimum of the excess free
energy.37–42 However, the relationship between the nucle-
ation of micelle formation and the mechanism of macrophase
separation has not been elucidated. Recently, Hutchens and
Wang43 showed that in solutions of charged particles, a bulk
condensation transition can occur by a two-step nucleation
mechanism with a metastable liquid cluster intermediate of
finite size. The authors suggested that this two-step nucle-
ation scheme is a common feature of systems with short-
range attraction and long-range repulsion. Since, phenom-
enologically, the diblock copolymer homopolymer mixture
can be mapped onto a system with short-ranged attraction
and screened Coulomb repulsion,10,29,30,44 we conjecture that
a two-step nucleation for macrophase separation should also
be observed in A /B /CD blends and that the metastable in-
termediate of finite size is a swollen micelle.
In this paper, we use two complementary theoretical
methods to investigate the nucleation in A /B /AB ternary
blends, which is a special case of the more general A /B /CD
mixtures. On the one hand we use numerical self-consistent
field theory SCFT. SCFT has been successfully extended to
study local self-assembled structures such as micelles, emul-
sion droplets and critical nuclei of macrophase
separation.34,41,45–48 Using the SCFT method, we can calcu-
late the density profiles and free energy of localized fluctua-
tion structures e.g., micelles or nuclei/droplets of the new,
stable phase during phase transformation at the mean-field
level without further approximation. Additionally, we em-
ploy a combination of capillary model and diblock copoly-
mer monolayer model. This method is based on the assump-
tion that homopolymers, B, constitute the core of the nucleus
and diblocks, AB, form a monolayer at the interface of A /B.
The free energy of the diblock copolymer monolayer is con-
sidered using a dry brush model. Assuming the structure of
the fluctuation, we can straightforwardly calculate the free
energy excess in the two-dimensional parameter space
spanned by the material excess of B and AB.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we briefly describe the SCFT and its numerical ap-
plication to the calculation of critical nuclei for the general
case of A /B /CD ternary systems. The main results, which
are restricted to the A /B /AB blends, are presented in Sec. III.
We first discuss the results from numerical self-consistent
field calculations and, then, present an extended capillary
model. We conclude in Sec. IV with a summary of the main
results.
II. NUMERICAL SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD THEORY
In the following, we briefly present the SCFT of an in-
compressible ternary blend consisting of homopolymers, A
and B, and a diblock copolymer, CD, with degrees of poly-
merization N where the subscript  denotes chain species,
i.e. =A ,B ,CD. The fraction of C-block of the diblock co-
polymer CD is f . All polymers are assumed to be flexible
and modeled as Gaussian chains. For simplicity, we assume
identical monomeric volumes, v, and Kuhn lengths, b, for all
polymer species. In order to study nucleation and micelle
formation in a metastable bulk denoted as mother phase in
the following, it is convenient to work in the semi- grand
canonical ensemble controlling the chemical potentials 
b
.
Because not all chemical potentials of the components in an
incompressible mixture are independent, we set CD
b
=0. The
derivation of the SCFT is similar to that in Refs. 11 and 12
and only the salient features are summarized. The grand po-
tential of the ternary blend in a volume, V, can be written as
G = − 

expNv
b
Nv
Q j
+ 	
V
d3r
12j j  j jv  jr jr − j  jr jr + r
j  jr − 1 , 1
where G,  j j,  j, , and 
b have been scaled by kBT. The
subscripts j and j denote monomer species, i.e., jj
=A ,B ,C ,D.  j j is the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter
between monomer j and j and  j j =0.  j is the volume
fraction of monomer j, and  j is the self-consistent, molecu-
lar field conjugated to  j, and  denotes the effective pres-
sure field that enforces the incompressibility constraint.
In Eq. 1, Q denotes the single chain partition function
of a chain, , in the presence of external fields,  j,
Q j = 	
V
d3rqr,N , 2
where the end-segment distribution function, qr ,N, is
obtained from solving the modified diffusion equation

 
s
−
b2
6
r
2 + vrqr,s = 0, 3
with  for homopolymers, A and B, and

 
s
−
b2
6
r
2 + vCrqCDr,s = 0; s 0, fNCD ,

 
s
−
b2
6
r
2 + vDrqCDr,s = 0; s fNCD,NCD
4
for the diblock copolymer CD. The initial conditions for the
diffusion equations are qr ,0=1. Because of the lack of
inversion symmetry of diblock copolymer, CD, it is neces-
sary to introduce a conjugate end-segment distribution,
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qCD
† r ,s, which satisfies a similar modified diffusion equa-
tion as Eq. 4 with  /s multiplied by 1 and initial condi-
tion qCD
† r ,NCD=1.
The self-consistent field equations are obtained by a
variational extremization of the grand potential with respect
to  j and  j, respectively, in conjunction with the incom-
pressibility constraint  j j =1. This procedure yields
C =
1
NCD
	
0
fNCD
dsqCDr,sqCD
† r,s ,
D =
1
NCD
	
fNCD
NCD
dsqCDr,sqCD
† r,s ,
A =
expNAvA
b
NA
	
0
NA
dsqAr,sqAr,NA − s ,
B =
expNBvB
b
NB
	
0
NB
dsqBr,sqBr,NB − s ,
v j = 
j
 j j j + v, j:A,B,C,D . 5
From the self-consistent field equations, we can deter-
mine the stationary points in the grand potential surface, in-
cluding the local minima and saddle points corresponding to
micelles and critical nuclei, respectively. Using the solutions
to the self-consistent field equations, we can rewrite the
grand potential as
G = − 

expNv
b
Nv
Q j
− 	
V
d3r
r + 12j j  j jv  jr jr . 6
The homogeneous bulk mother phase is always a solu-
tion to the self-consistent field equations, which is given in
the Appendix. There, we also sketch the location of the co-
existence and the spinodal for macrophase separation into
A-rich and B-rich coexistent phases in an A /B /CD ternary
blend.
For the localized fluctuation structures e.g., micelles or
droplets, the self-consistent field equations need to be
solved numerically to obtain the solution  j,  j, and  for
a spatially inhomogeneous system. We consider the excess
free energy of creating a single, localized fluctuation struc-
ture in the mother phase.34,41,45,46,49 The mother phase is
characterized by the chemical potentials. The basic idea is to
focus on an appropriately chosen volume in a large system
and ask what the free energy cost is for creating a specified
type of fluctuation with its center-of-mass position fixed at
the center of the volume i.e., the translational entropy of the
single, localized fluctuation structure is not considered. The
computational cell is chosen large enough for the localized
fluctuation structure to decay at the boundary at the compu-
tational cell, where the mother phase is recovered. In the
semi- grand canonical ensemble the fluctuation and the
mother phase can exchange particles. In the following, we
restrict ourselves to spherically symmetric fluctuation struc-
tures. Therefore, we solve the self-consistent field equation
in a spherical coordinate system, only considering a spatial
variation in the radial direction. Deviations from the spheri-
cal symmetry may lower barriers, but it is out of the scope of
this paper. We constrain the size of the fluctuation structure
by requiring that the volume fraction of a given component
adopts a specified value on a shell of radius, R. The quantity,
R, acts as a reaction coordinate that parameterizes the evo-
lution of the fluctuation structure and the process of phase
transformation. The free energy functional of the SCFT is
extremized under this local, crossing constraint. The con-
comitant Lagrange field, which enforces this constraint, acts
on the shell of radius, R.46 If the Lagrange field vanishes, the
localized fluctuation structure is an extremum of the uncon-
straint system, i.e., a meta- stable micelle or the critical
nucleus.
From the solution,  j,  j and , the grand potential of
the localized fluctuation structure, G j ,  j ,, can be
calculated according to Eq. 6. Usually, the excess free en-
ergy or work of formation of the localized fluctuation struc-
ture is more useful. Subtracting the grand potential of the
uniform phase G j
b ,  j
b ,b from that of the localized
fluctuation structure, we obtain the reversible excess free en-
ergy of formation as
	G = G j, j, − G j
b, j
b,b . 7
To quantify the size of the fluctuation structure, we use
the “material excess,” which is defined as MVd3rA
b
−Ar. Note that in our calculation, we specify the chemi-
cal potential of the species in the mother phase and the re-
action coordinate, R. If we used, instead, the material excess
as reaction coordinate integral criterion, the corresponding
Lagrange field would be the bulk chemical potential, A
b
. In
the case of an integral criterion, we would be considering
meta- stable micelles or critical nuclei of different material
excess in different mother phases, rather than calculating the
growth of a micelle or nucleus in a given mother phase.
We calculate the excess free energy of the localized fluc-
tuation structure and study its dependence on the measured
material excess, i.e. 	GM. From this information, we can
identify the critical nucleus as local maxima and micelles or
microemulsion droplets as local minima, as will be discussed
later.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Results of SCFT calculation
A general A /B /CD ternary blend involves a large num-
ber of parameters.13–19 As the first step, we study a simple
case, A /B /AB, and assume all polymer species have equal
degree of polymerization, i.e. NA=NB=NAB=N. Therefore
the system is specified by NABN, AB
b
, f , and Bb . For all
the results we present here, the asymmetry of the diblock is
set to f =0.67 and the incompatibility is N=20. Under this
condition, numerical SCFT calculations show that micelles
are a local minimum of the excess free energy for AB
b
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AB
md
=0.0486. We do not expect qualitatively different ef-
fects for alternative values of f and N, where micelles can
form.
To make results applicable for general N, it is instructive
to use dimensionless characteristics. To this end, we measure
all distance in units of the mean-squared end-to-end distance,
Re=bN and use the invariant degree of polymerization, N
Re
3 /vN2=b6N /v2. The rescaled radius, r˜, material excess,
M˜ , grand potential per chain, g˜, and excess free energy, 	G˜
are defined by
r˜ 
r
Re
,
M˜ 
M
Re
3 ,
8
g˜  Nvg =
Re
3
Ng ,
	G˜ 
	G
N .
Before going into the details of nucleation in a micelle-
forming A /B /AB blend, we consider two limiting cases: the
nucleation to macrophase separation in an A /B binary blend
AB
b
=0 and the micelle formation in an A /AB blend B
b
=0. Both two cases have been studied before,40,45 and here
we only briefly summarize their main features. The nucle-
ation in an A /B binary blend leads to macrophase separation,
and it occurs in the metastable region between the binodal of
the phase coexistence and the spinodal. When increasing the
immiscibility, N, or increasing the volume fraction of ho-
mopolymer B, B
b
, in the mother phase, i.e., supersaturation,
the free energy barrier of nucleation in A /B decreases mono-
tonically from infinity at the binodal to zero at the spinodal.
Correspondingly, in the vicinity of the binodal, the interface
of critical nucleus resembles the planar interface between the
coexisting phases in the bulk; but it becomes diffusive when
approaching the spinodal. Therefore, nucleation in an A /B
blend requires infinitely large critical nuclei at both the bin-
odal and the spinodal.
Nucleation in an A /AB blend is different from that in an
A /B binary blend in several aspects. In the metastable re-
gion, the nucleation in A /AB is similar to that in an A /B
homopolymer blend except that for the former, both the ex-
cess free energy and the size of critical nucleus at the binodal
of macrophase separation into A-rich and AB-rich phases
are finite, rather than divergent as for the nucleation in A /B.
Nucleation in the A /AB mixture also leads to macrophase
separation, and the free energy barrier decreases to zero and
the critical nucleus becomes diffusive and grows to infinity
when approaching the spinodal. What is different in the
A /AB mixture is that nuclei exist beyond the binodal in the
single-phase region in form of the metastable localized fluc-
tuation structure i.e., micelles, which are local minima of
the excess free energy. A micelle dissociation condition mdt
for temperature or mdc for concentration can be identified as
the condition where the local minimum of 	G micelle and
the local maximum of 	G critical nucleus merge into an
inflexion point. Above mdt or below mdc, the homogeneous
mother phase is absolutely stable, and no micelle with a fi-
nite lifetime exists. Usually, the formation of micelles is a
microstructural assembly.41 Therefore, it is natural to ask
what is the consequence of the interplay between mac-
rophase separation in A /B and microstructural assembly in
A /AB in the ternary blend, A /B /AB.
The full phase behavior of A /B /AB blends is very rich:
A /B /AB blends can exhibit macrophase separation and mi-
crophase separation and have multiple biphase coexistences,
triphase coexistences, and also can from microemulsions.
Here, we restrict our study to a parameter regime where the
A /B /AB blend only separates into macroscopically homoge-
neous, A-rich and B-rich coexisting phases. Micelles may
form only if the temperature or concentration satisfies the
mdt or mdc condition. For a melt of pure block copolymer,
the mdt is only slightly higher than the order-disorder transi-
tion ODT.41 Qualitatively, introducing A and B of the same
chain length into the AB diblock copolymer melts, we in-
crease the mdt because the stronger incompatibility between
AB block copolymer and A or B homopolymer will enhance
the aggregation and assembly of AB block copolymer. Typi-
cally, however, the mdt still is much lower than the critical
temperature of an A /B blend corresponding to Ncrit=2
in order to drive the self-assembly of block copolymer AB.
In our previous study, we have studied the nucleation in an
A /B /AB blend at N3, where macrophase separation oc-
curs without interference of metastable micelles.34 Here, we
study an A /B /AB blend at a much low temperature, N
=20, to examine how micelle formation affects nucleation in
A /B /AB blends. We focus our discussion on the case of fixed
diblock copolymer concentration while increasing the vol-
FIG. 1. Variations of the excess free energy along the path of nucleus
formation at different bulk compositions of homopolymer B Bb and a fixed
volume fraction of block copolymer AB ABb =0.05, N=20, and f =0.67.
mfc Bmf is defined as the concentration where the second critical nucleus
disappears. It is shown that at BcoBbB
mf
, the swollen micelle is an
intermediate to macrophase separation, and in this case, the first maximum
is identified as the first critical nucleus max 1, and the local minimum is
swollen micelle min and the second maximum is the second critical
nucleus max 2.
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ume fraction of homopolymer B. In the last part of this sec-
tion, we also consider the effects of changing the concentra-
tion of the diblock copolymer and discus a portion of the
global phase diagram.
Figure 1 shows typical variations of the excess free en-
ergy of localized fluctuation structures at different values of
B
b at fixed N=20 and AB
b
=0.05. At this incompatibility, an
A /AB binary blend has the mdc of AB
md
=0.0486. Therefore,
in the blend A /AB with AB
b
=0.05, micelles will appear cor-
responding to a local minimum in Fig. 1 see the dashed
curve. Introducing homopolymer B into the micelle-forming
A /AB blend, B will be enriched in the core of the micelle due
to the strong repulsion between A and B. Then, one of two
possibilities can occur: swelling of micelles hereafter, the
swollen micelles are also called microemulsions or macro-
scopic phase separation into homogeneous, coexisting A-rich
and B-rich phases. For an A /B /AB ternary blend at N=20,
f =0.67, and ABb =0.05, the coexistence density of B in the
A-rich phase is B
co
=3.966 0710−9 and the spinodal is lo-
cated at B
sp
=0.020 96. When B
bB
co
, e.g., B
b
=0, the
blend is in the single-phase region so no macrophase sepa-
ration is possible, and the fluctuation structure exhibits the
salient feature of micelle formation. Micelles form in the
uniform mother phase by overcoming a finite free energy
barrier. Their growth is limited by an unbound increase in the
free energy with the micelle size which characterizes the
one-phase region. Adding a small amount of homopolymer,
B, only leads to slight swelling of the micelles. The amount
of homopolymer B in the swollen micelle increases with B
b
.
When B
b exceeds the spinodal, B
sp
, macrophase separation
occurs spontaneously without any free energy barrier. When
the blend is in the metastable region but close to the spin-
odal, e.g., B
b
=9.510−5, the behavior typical for one-step
nucleation to macrophase separation occurs, which is similar
to the phase transformation in A /B and A /AB blends.
Interestingly, we observe that, when B
b is slightly larger
than the binodal, B
co
, e.g. B
b
=4.892510−9, a different
nucleation scenario occurs. In this case, the homogeneous
mother phase is metastable and the macrophase-separated
state is the thermodynamically stable one. Unlike the usual
nucleation to macrophase separation, where the metastable
mother phase and the stable macrophase-separated state are
separated by a single maximum of the excess free energy,
which is identified as the critical nucleus, the free energy of
localized fluctuation structures exhibits two local maxima,
	G1 and 	G2, separated by a local minimum, 	Gm. The
structure of the nucleating droplets at the maxima and local
minimum are presented in Fig. 2, which shows the density
profiles of the droplet at the maxima and the local minimum
for B
b
=4.892510−9. At the first maximum, there is a slight
enhancement of homopolymer B in the micelle core, and the
droplet consists of a self-assembled micelle formed by co-
polymers, AB. At both, the local minimum and the second
maximum, we observe that homopolymers, B, are enriched
in the core of the micelle and the block copolymer, AB, is
located at the interface shielding the homopolymer, B, in the
interior from the A-rich mother phase. At the local minimum,
the enrichment of homopolymer B is relatively weak and,
therefore, the organization of block copolymer at the inter-
face is not well developed. At the second maximum, the core
is comprised of almost pure homopolymer B and a well-
developed block copolymer monolayer is formed at the in-
terface between core and mother phase. The existence of the
(b)
(a)
(c)
FIG. 2. Density profiles of the first critical nucleus a, the swollen micelle
b, and the second critical nucleus c for a typical two-step nucleation in
A /B /AB bulk with N=20, f =0.67, ABb =0.05, and Bb =4.892510−9.
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local minimum signals that the swollen micelle of a finite,
well-defined size is metastable. Therefore, in this region,
macrophase separation from the homogeneous mother phase
occurs by a two-step nucleation scheme with swollen mi-
celles as metastable intermediates. The first maximum is the
critical nucleus, that characterizes the formation of micelles
or a microemulsionlike structure from the homogeneous
mother phase, and the second maximum is the critical
nucleus from the micellar fluid to the thermodynamically
stable macrophase-separated state. Correspondingly, we de-
fine a free energy barrier for each nucleation process: the free
energy barrier for micelle formation from the mother phase
is 	Gb1=	G1, and the free energy barrier for macrophase
separation from the microemulsion amounts to 	Gb2=	G2
−	Gm. Moreover, the dissociation of the micellar fluid or
microemulsion is also a nucleation process and its free en-
ergy barrier is the difference of grand potential between the
microemulsion and the first critical nucleus, 	Gbd=	G1
−	Gm.
Upon further increasing B
b
, we find that the free energy
barrier of the second step nucleation decreases and then dis-
appears, i.e., the macrophase separation mechanism switches
from a two-step nucleation to one-step one. We define the
boundary between these two nucleation schemes as the mi-
croemulsion failure condition mfc for concentration, Bmf,
beyond which microemulsion droplets of finite size cannot
exist as metastable entities. For the A /B /AB ternary blend at
N=20, f =0.67, and ABb =0.05, this limit of metastability is
B
mf
=5.840 1210−9. In this sense, the microemulsion fail-
ure condition is the spinodal condition for macrophase sepa-
ration from the micellar fluid or microemulsion. We point
out that the definition of our microemulsion failure condition
is different from the emulsion failure condition in Ref. 28.
Our criterion is based on the free energy variation of a single
swollen micelle or microemulsion droplet, while the latter
regards the thermodynamics of the whole emulsion system.
We next examine the dependence of the maxima and the
minimum of the excess free energy of forming localized,
spherically symmetric fluctuation structures on B
b
. Figure
3a shows the excess free energy of the first critical nucleus
as a function of the bulk concentration of homopolymer B.
When increasing B
b
, we find that the excess free energy of
the first critical nucleus decreases monotonically from a fi-
nite value at B
b
=0 to zero at the spinodal. The decrease in
	G1 around and before the binodal is very small. The reason
is that the first critical nucleus is driven mainly by aggrega-
tion and self-assembly of the block copolymer, and it only
involves very few homopolymer B chains, especially near
and before the binodal cf. the density profile of the nucleus
in Fig. 2 at B
b
=4.892510−9. This point is corroborated by
the behavior of the material excess of the first critical nucleus
M1 as a function of B
b shown in Fig. 4a. The material
excess of the first critical nucleus initially decreases from a
finite value, passes through a minimum, and then increases
on approaching the spinodal, where is diverges. The decrease
in M1 is very small near and around the binodal of mac-
rophase coexistence.
The excess free energy of micelle, 	Gm, also decreases
monotonically when we increase B
b
, as shown in Fig. 3b.
When the block copolymer concentration, AB
b
, is sufficient
large, it is possible for 	Gm to become negative not shown
in the figure. At the mean-field level, the condition 	Gm
=0 defines the critical micelle condition cmc for
concentration.42 Although some of the results we present
below include cases with negative 	Gm, we must bear in
mind that when 	Gm0, the formation of micelles becomes
so favorable that they will exist in macroscopic numbers, and
our assumption of isolated, noninteracting micelles no longer
holds.
The excess free energy of the second critical nucleus
also decreases monotonically with increasing B
b
, from infin-
ity at the coexistence to a finite value at the mfc. This behav-
ior is shown in Fig. 3b. The decrease in the excess free
energy of the second critical nucleus is faster than that of the
swollen micelle and, at the mfc, the grand potential of the
second critical nucleus equals that of the micelle. From the
free energy variation, we observe that at the mfc, the local
minimum of microemulsion and the maximum of the second
critical nucleus merge into an inflexion point. The material
(b)
(a)
FIG. 3. Excess free energy of the first critical nucleus a and those of the
swollen micelle and the second critical nucleus b as a function of the bulk
concentration of homopolymer B, B
b
, at N=20, f =0.67, and ABb =0.05.
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excess of the swollen micelle or microemulsion droplet and
that of the second critical nucleus similarly merge at mfc; cf.
Fig. 4b. Increasing B
b
, the material excess of the swollen
micelle increases monotonically, due to the incorporation of
homopolymer, B, into the micelle. The material excess of the
second critical nucleus, on the other hand, decreases mono-
tonically from infinity at the binodal. The two quantities be-
come equal at the mfc.
Studying the free energy barrier of each nucleation pro-
cess provides useful insights to the dynamics of macrophase
separation. Figure 5a shows the dependence of the free
energy barriers, 	Gb1 and 	Gb2, on the bulk density of ho-
mopolymer B. It is obvious that 	Gb1 remains essentially
unaltered with increasing B
b
, while 	Gb2 decreases from
infinity at the binodal to zero at the mfc. We can define a
concentration B
= where 	Gb1=	Gb2. For B
coB
bB
=
, the
kinetics of macrophase separation from a metastable mother
phase is dominated by 	Gb2, whereas for B
=B
bB
mf
, it is
dominated by 	Gb1. Around B
b B
=
, both barriers, 	Gb1
and 	Gb2, are important for the kinetics of macrophase sepa-
ration. We note that although the values of the scaled free
energies, 	G˜ b1 and 	G˜ b2, shown in Fig. 5 seem small, the
actual value 	Gb=	G˜ bN in units of kT is proportional to
the square root of the molecular weight, N1/2. Therefore, for
long polymers, with a typical value of NO104, the free
energy barrier 	Gb can be quite significant.
Micelle dissociation is also a nucleation process. Figure
5b shows the free energy barrier for micelle formation and
micelle dissociation as a function of B
b
. The free energy
barrier for micelle dissociation slightly increases when in-
creasing B
b
.
To distinguish the role of the homopolymer, B, from that
of the diblock copolymer, AB, in the nucleation process, we
separate the material excess along the nucleation path into a
contribution from homopolymer, B, MB and one from
diblock copolymer, AB, MAB, as shown in Fig 6. Clearly,
the first phase of nucleation is primarily the formation of a
micelle due to aggregation of the diblock copolymer, AB,
i.e., MB0, which signals that the nucleation is initiated by
(b)
(a)
FIG. 4. Material excess of the first critical nucleus a and those of the
swollen micelle and the second critical nucleus b as a function of the bulk
concentration of homopolymer B, B
b
, at N=20, f =0.67, and ABb =0.05.
(b)
(a)
FIG. 5. Free energy barrier for the micelle formation and the sequent mac-
rophase separation a and that for the micelle dissociation b as a function
of the bulk concentration of homopolymer B, Bb , at N=20, f =0.67, and
AB
b
=0.05.
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the self-assembly of diblock copolymer, AB, into micelles.
Thereafter, the nucleus grows into the metastable swollen
micelle or the macrophase-separated state by attracting ho-
mopolymer B into the core and expanding the diblock co-
polymer interfacial layer. The limiting slopes on the log-log
scale in the figure are consistent with the scaling of the vol-
ume and the interfacial layer. In this sense, the two-step
nucleation in the A /B /AB blend can be regarded as a hetero-
geneous nucleation. The self-assembly of AB into micelles
facilitates the subsequent macrophase separation.
We have shown that a two-step nucleation to mac-
rophase separation is possible in an A /B /AB blend when the
concentration of AB diblock copolymer, AB
b
, in the mother
phase exceeds AB
md of the A /AB blend, i.e., AB
b 
AB
mdB
b
=0. To complete the picture of the different phase transfor-
mation scenarios in A /B /AB blends, we construct a general-
ized phase diagram in the AB
b
−B
b plane at N=20, shown
in Fig. 7. Five boundaries are depicted in the phase diagram:
the A-rich binodal of macrophase separation into spatially
homogenous A-rich and B-rich phases coex, the mdc, the
mfc, the critical microemulsion concentration cmc defined
by 	Gm=0, and the odc concentration, where the periodic
lamellae phase coexists with a uniform bulk phase. B
b in-
creases monotonically with an increase in AB
b along the bin-
odal of macrophase coexistence, which reflects the fact that
the block copolymer AB improves the compatibility of the
A /B blend. On the mdc boundary, AB
b slightly decreases
with an increase in B
b
, reflecting the fact that introducing a
small amount of homopolymer B facilitates the formation of
the metastable swollen micelles. The micelle can be meta-
stable by virtue of the homopolymer B even when AB
b is
slightly smaller than AB
mdB
b
=0. On the mfc curve, Bb de-
creases with an increase in AB
b but it increases slightly when
approaching the binodal and finally merges with the coexist-
ence. This nonmonotonic behavior can be attributed to two
opposing effects of increasing AB
b
. On the one hand, both
the excess free energy of the swollen micelle and that of the
second critical nucleus decrease with increasing AB
b
, but the
decrease in the latter is faster, which requires a lower B
b to
make the second barrier vanish. On the other hand, increas-
ing AB
b decreases the immiscibility and brings the blend
close to the binodal, which increases the excess free energy
of the second critical nucleus and results in a larger B
b for
the microemulsion failure. On the cmc boundary, B
b de-
creases with an increase in AB
b
, indicating that the addition
of homopolymer B can lower the excess free energy of mi-
celles. Above the cmc, micelles have a negative excess free
energy and a dense micellar fluid i.e., microemulsion will
form. Under these conditions, the concept of a single nucleus
is no longer valid. Above the odc, the swollen lamellar phase
is stable with respect to the homogeneous bulk. Generally,
the ordered phase may be comprised of periodically ordered
swollen micelles. This part of the phase is included to indi-
cate the possibility of stable, periodically ordered phases of
the system, and it is not meant to be quantitatively accurate.
Both the microemulsion failure boundary and the mi-
celle dissociation boundary terminate at their cross
AB
l1
,B
l1, where the metastable swollen micelle and two
critical nuclei merge into a single critical nucleus. AB
l1 char-
acterizes the least AB
b where micelles are metastable in a
homogenous A /B /AB blend. The microemulsion failure
boundary merges with the binodal at AB
l2
,B
l2. When AB
b
AB
l1
, it is impossible to form any metastable micelle even
with the help of homopolymer B. When AB
mdB
0
=0
AB
b

AB
l1
, micelles form only with the help of some amount of
homopolymer B. When AB
b 
AB
mdB
0
=0, micelles are
formed even in the absence of homopolymer B, and adding
homopolymer B swells the micelles and lowers their excess
free energy. When AB
b
=AB
l2
, the microemulsion failure con-
dition merges with the binodal, which means the free energy
barrier for the second critical nucleus decreases from infinity
to zero just at the binodal. In this case the second nucleation
disappears the droplet grows spontaneously from the swol-
len micelle state and the overall free energy barrier is finite
and dominated by the first critical nucleus. This situation is
similar to that in the A /AB blend. Only in the region en-
closed by these three boundaries, i.e., mdc, mfc, and coex,
FIG. 6. Material excess of homopolymer B, MB and diblock copolymer AB,
MAB, along the nucleation path for a typical two-step nucleation in an
A /B /AB blend at Bb =4.892510−9, N=20, f =0.67, and ABb =0.05.
FIG. 7. A local generalized phase diagram of an A /B /AB blend, marked by
the coexistence of macrophase separation into A-rich and B-rich phases
coex, solid, the mdc hollow sphere, the mfc solid sphere, the cmc hol-
low diamond, and the odc for periodic lamellae solid square. In the region
surrounded by the coex, mdc, and mfc, nucleation to macrophase separation
takes place in two steps.
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does macrophase separation occur by a two-step nucleation
mechanism.
B. Capillary model
Near the binodal, nucleation in A /B binary blends is well
described by the classical nucleation theory, which assumes a
bulklike interface between the mother phase and the nascent
phase.45 Here, we extend the capillary model to a micelle or
nucleus in A /B /AB blends. Fig. 8 shows the model of a
droplet swollen micelle or nucleus. A is the major compo-
nent in the mother phase, B is the major component in the
core of the droplet, and the block copolymer AB forms a
monolayer at the interface. Assuming the grand potential
density for the metastable homogeneous phase is gb in Eq.
A8, the excess free energy of the droplet micelle or
nucleus can be written as
	G = A + Vcgc − gb + Vigi − gb , 9
where A is the interfacial area for the droplet, and Vc and Vi
are the volumes for the core and the interface, respectively.
The first two terms come from the usual capillary model in
classical nucleation theory for A /B blends. However, the in-
terfacial tension, , is the bare interfacial tension between the
A and B monomers and not the free energy cost of an A /B
interface with adsorbed diblock copolymers and, therefore,
it is always positive. gc is the grand potential density for the
core with composition A
c
, B
c and AB
c , and can be calcu-
lated from its Helmholtz free energy density, fc, as gc= fc
−A
bA
c
−B
bB
c
, with A
b and B
b as the chemical potentials in
the metastable mother phase. gc−gb is the grand potential
density difference between the inside and the outside of the
droplet. For A /B blends, gc−gb
0 when the system is in
single-phase region and gc−gb0 when the system is super-
saturated. The sum of the third term and the first term is the
net contribution of the interface, and gi is the grand potential
density for the interfacial monolayer due to chain stretching
of the block copolymers in the micelle or microemulsion
droplet. To be consistent with the numerical SCFT, 	G, , g,
and gb have been divided by kBT in Eq. 9.
In the strong segregation regime, it is reasonable to as-
sume that the core phase is almost pure B, and the interfacial
layer is occupied by diblock copolymer monolayer. There-
fore, the work of formation can be expressed as
	G = A + nB
c Nvgc − gb + nAB
i Nvgi − gb , 10
where nB
c is the number of homopolymer B in the core and
nAB
i is the number of diblock copolymer in the interfacial
layer. From the sketched geometry, we obtain A
=3 36nBc Nv+nABi 1− fNv2/3. The core phase has Nvgc=
−1−B
b using the free energy shown in Eq. A9 and setting
B=1 and A=CD=0. The diblock copolymer monolayer at
the interface can be considered as dry polymer brushes on
either side of the dividing surface and its grand potential per
chain is given by50,51
Nvgi = lnanABiA  + N+vg+i + N−vg−i , 11
where N+= fN and N−= 1− fN, the first term is the transla-
tional entropy of the grafting points at the interface, where a
is the area of a grafting point. The last two terms are the
elastic free energy of the brush at the concave denoted by
subscript  and convex denoted by subscript + side of the
interface. Both quantities are functions of the grafting den-
sity. The translational entropy of the grafting points can usu-
ally be neglected. According to Ref. 51, we find
Nvg
i
=
2h
2
16Nb2
1 + 32Hh +
3
5Kh
2
1 + Hh +
1
3Kh
2 , 12
where h is the brush height, and H and K are mean curvature
and Gaussian curvature of the interface, respectively. From
the geometry shown in Fig. 8, we have K=4 /A and H
=2 /A. The brush heights can be determined from the
incompressibility conditions,
1
3
Kh
3 + Hh
2 + h = Nv
nAB
i
A
. 13
From Eqs. 10–13, we thus obtain the excess free en-
ergy of the droplet nucleus or micelle as a function of nB
c
and nAB
i
. The droplet can be described by nB
c and nAB
i
. To
relate this schematic model to the results of SCFT, we write
MB
c nB
c Nv, MAB
i nAB
i Nv and MnB
c Nv+nAB
i Nv, and the
excess free energy becomes
	G = A + MB
c gc − gb + MAB
i gi − gb , 14
which can be rewritten in a dimensionless form
	G˜ = ˜A˜ + M˜ B
c g˜c − g˜b + M˜ AB
i g˜i − g˜b 15
using the rescaled, dimensionless quantities in Eq. 8 along
with A˜ A /Re
2 and ˜Re
2 /N.
g˜b and g˜c are calculated from the specified mother phase.
In principle, ˜ can be determined numerically from the equi-
librium planar interface by SCFT calculations.45 However,
the focus of this section is to obtain a simplified picture of
the system, and numerical accuracy is not our main concern.
Therefore, to get the right order of magnitude, we adjust ˜
such that we have the same AB
md for A /AB capillary model as
that in SCFT. For example, at f =0.67 and N=20, we have
AB
md
=0.0486, and thus we choose ˜=1.867 213, which is
very close to the prediction in the strong segregation limit,
˜SSL=N /6=1.826.
AB monolayer
B bulk-+
FIG. 8. Color online Schematic picture of a swollen micelle with a core/
interface/bulk structure. The core is mainly made up of pure homopolymer
B, and the interfacial is occupied by the diblock copolymer monolayer,
which is approximately treated as dry brushes without any chain interpen-
etration of homopolymers.
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Now we examine the excess free energy of the newly
formed droplet as a function of M˜ B
c and M˜ AB
i
. Figure 9 shows
the free energy landscape near the nucleation path in the
form of a contour plot. The parameters are f =0.67, N=20,
AB
b
=0.0455, and Bb =3.916 313 510−9. The nucleation
path is shown by the dash line. When the free energy is
plotted as a function of the total material excess M˜ =M˜ B
c
+M˜ AB
i along the nucleation path, we obtain a free energy plot
shown in the inset of Fig. 9, which is similar to the one
shown in Fig. 1 from the SCFT calculation. For these condi-
tions, we clearly observe a two-step nucleation to mac-
rophase separation with swollen micelles as an intermediate.
Zooming in on the region of small M˜ B
c and M˜ AB
i
, we see
how the system surpasses the first free energy barrier. It is
clear that the first nucleation primarily involves the self-
assembly of AB diblock copolymers, which is consistent
with the results from SCFT. On the other hand, a small
amount of homopolymer B helps to stabilize micelle. For the
case AB
b
=0.0455AB
md
=0.0486 shown in Fig. 9, it is im-
possible to have metastable micelles without homopolymer B
see the excess free energy at M˜ B
c
=0, but adding some
amount of homopolymer B into nucleus of AB decreases its
free energy and leads to metastable micelles. Even for the
case AB
b
=0.067
AB
md
=0.0486 not shown here, where the
micelle can form without help of homopolymer, B, the free
energy of micelles can be lowered by adding a small amount
of homopolymer, B.
We end this section by briefly commenting on the valid-
ity of the assumption in our extended capillary model. We
assume the nucleus or swollen micelle has a core-interfacial
layer-bulk structure, where the core is comprised of pure
homopolymer, B, and the interfacial layer is a pure block
copolymer monolayer. To calculate the free energy contribu-
tion of the diblock copolymer monolayer, we also assume
there is no chain interpenetration between homopolymer and
block copolymer layer, and no interfacial energy at the
boundary between the AB monolayer and the core or the
bulk. While the former assumption is only true at very strong
segregation, the neglect of the interfacial tension between the
dry brush formed by the monolayer and the respective
homopolymer-rich regions is only permissible at intermedi-
ate segregation.42 At the segregation considered here, both
assumptions are reasonably good approximations but we do
not expect quantitative agreement between the results of the
extended capillary model and those from the numerical
SCFT. Despite its crudeness, however, our extended capillary
model captures the key features of the phenomena.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Using the numerical SCFT, we examine the nucleation in
A /B /AB ternary polymer blends, with a focus on the ther-
modynamic relationship between swollen micelles or micro-
emulsions and macrophase separation. Due to the interplay
between micellar self-assembly of diblock copolymers, AB,
and macrophase separation of the A /B blend, we find a two-
step nucleation process toward macrophase separation with
microemulsion droplets of finite size as metastable interme-
diates. The results from numerical SCFT calculation are
qualitatively corroborated by an extended capillary model,
where the free energy contribution of the diblock copolymer
monolayer at the interface is given by the dry brush model.
Our results support the proposition that a two-step nucleation
mechanism is a common feature of systems with short-range
attraction and long-range repulsion, although only in a small
part of the phase diagram. It will be interesting to examine
the full parameter space to see how this regime of the phase
diagram can be enlarged. We hope this two-step nucleation to
macrophase separation and its influence on phase separation
dynamics will be studied by future experiments.
The full phase behavior of A /B /AB ternary systems is
extremely rich and complex, and our study is limited to sys-
tems that macrophase separate into A-rich and B-rich phases.
From the free energy behavior of the growing nucleus, we
identify the micelle dissociation condition where, on graphs
that depict the dependence of the excess free energy of the
nucleus on the material excess, the first critical nucleus and
swollen micelle merge into an inflexion point, and the mi-
croemulsion failure condition where the swollen micelle and
the second critical nucleus merge into an inflexion point. On
the density plane B
b
−AB
b
, the two-step nucleation occurs in
a region enclosed by the binodal, the micelle dissociation
boundary and the microemulsion failure boundary.
Introducing small amount of homopolymer B into a
micelle-forming A /AB blend aids in forming micelle as well
as in decreasing the free energy barrier between the swollen
micelle and the macrophase-separated state. Only when AB
b
is above its micelle dissociation value, can micelles or mi-
croemulsions form. Increasing AB
b leads to a decrease in the
excess free energy of micelles, which stabilizes the swollen
micelles; but under some conditions, adding more diblock
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FIG. 9. Color online Contour plot of the excess free energy of the nascent
droplet nucleus and micelle on the parameter plane of MBc and MABi for an
A /B /AB blend with f =0.67, N=20, ABb =0.0455, Bb =3.916 313 510−9,
and ˜=1.867 213, along with the optimum kinetic path marked by a thick
dashed line. The selection of gray-scale scheme makes regions of high value
of excess free energy white and only regions near the optimum kinetic path
distinguishable. The first critical nucleus is marked by hollow sphere sym-
bol, the second critical nucleus by solid sphere symbol and microemulsion
by triangle symbol. The left inset shows the excess free energy as function
of the total material excess along the optimum kinetic path and the right
inset is a magnified picture of local section near MBc =0 and MABi =0.
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copolymer AB can lead to a microemulsion failure because
the decrease in 	G of the second critical nucleus can be
faster than that of micelles.
Compared to the simple A /B /AB blend, A /B /CD blends
have much more complex phase behavior and the vast pa-
rameter space allows for structures that are difficult to obtain
in the A /B /AB blend. Experiments and theories have shown
that in A /B /AC, it is easier to balance the amphiphilic inter-
action to microemulsions by adjusting AC and BC.13–19
Thus, it will be interesting to study nucleation in the
A /B /AC and A /B /CD blends.
In this study, only fluctuations of spherically symmetry
are considered. As the referee suggested, if the constraint of
symmetry is released, it is possible that the nucleation
mechanism can be altered. However, the two-step nucleation
scheme revealed here is still nontrivial. Further study on
fluctuations of other shapes will help to fully understand
phase behavior in A /B /CD blends.
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APPENDIX: SCFT SOLUTION FOR A HOMOGENEOUS
PHASE
The homogeneous bulk state is always a solution to the
self-consistent field equation. For the homogeneous mixture
with  j
b, the self-consistent field equations can be solved to
get b,  j
b, and 
b. For the following derivation, homo-
geneity is understood, and to keep concise the superscript b
is ignored. The molecular field can be calculated as
v = −
ln CD
NCD
− fAC + 1 − fADA − fBC
+ 1 − fBDB − 2CDf1 − fCD, A1
vA = −
ln CD
NCD
− fAC + 1 − fADA − fBC
+ 1 − fBD − ABB − 2f1 − fCD − fAC
− 1 − fADCD, A2
vB = −
ln CD
NCD
− fAC + 1 − fAD − ABA − fBC
+ 1 − fBDB − 2f1 − fCD − fBC
− 1 − fBDCD, A3
vC = −
ln CD
NCD
− 1 − fAD − ACA − 1 − fBD
− BCB − 2f − 11 − fCDCD, A4
vD = −
ln CD
NCD
− fAC − ADA − fBC − BDB
− 1 − 2ffCDCD, A5
and the chemical potential can be written as
vA =
ln A
NA
−
ln CD
NCD
− fAC + 1 − fADA − fBC
+ 1 − fBD − ABB − 2f1 − fCD − fAC
− 1 − fADCD, A6
vB =
ln B
NB
−
ln CD
NCD
− fAC + 1 − fAD − ABA
− fBC + 1 − fBDB − 2f1 − fCD − fBC
− 1 − fBDCD. A7
Therefore, the grand potential density rescaled by v is
vg =
ln CD
NCD
+ fAC + 1 − fADA
+ fBC + 1 − fBDB + 2f1 − fCDCD
−
1
2j j
 j j j j −
A
NA
−
B
NB
−
CD
NCD
, A8
and the Helmholtz free energy density is
vf = Bln B − 1
NB
+
Aln A − 1
NA
+
CDln CD − 1
NCD
+ ABAB + fAC + 1 − fADACD + fBC
+ 1 − fBDBCD + f1 − fCDCD2 . A9
The free energy density of mixing 	fmix is given by
v	fmix =
Bln B
NB
+
Aln A
NA
+
CDln CD
NCD
+ fAC + 1 − fADACD + fBC
+ 1 − fBDBCD + ABAB. A10
In order to specify the thermodynamic state of the ho-
mogenous phase, we need to know the phase diagram for the
ternary system. The full phase diagram for the A /B /CD ter-
nary blend is quite complex.5–28 In this work, we are inter-
ested in systems that exhibits phase coexistence between
macroscopic A-rich and B-rich phases. For a given overall
composition, the coexistence between the A-rich and B-rich
phases is determined by the equality of the grand potential
and the chemical potential of species of homopolymers A
and B, respectively, in both phases, and the equality of the
grand potential of the two phases. In general these conditions
lead to a set of transcendental equations that can only be
solved numerically. The spinodal curve the limit of instabil-
ity of the homogeneous phase is determined by52
 fAA fABfBA fBB  = 0, A11
with
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f IJ =  I − CD J − CD	fmix,
I,J = A,B , A12
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